
Fitting instructions for VWA1252ABC / 
VWA 152HLABC seat base cover 

1. Using fore/aft slide release lever at the inner side front of the seat base, slide the 

seat forward as far as you can and if seat height adjuster is present, adjust seat up to full 

height (this will make access to the rear of the seat base a bit easier). 

2. Then pass the rear section of the seat base cover through past the backrest. 

Starting at the inner side, with one hand behind the seat and the other in front, pass the side 

border of the seat cover well down the side of the cushion, using a slight ‘sawing’ action to 

ensure it slides right to the bottom back edge of the seat cushion, clearing the metal 

mounting frames. Then carefully do the same with on the outer side of the cushion, making 

sure it doesn’t dislodge the other side. 

3. Using fore/aft slide release lever at the inner side front of the seat base, slide the 

seat backward as far as you can and carefully pull the seat cover forward, ensuring that the 

back of the seat cover doesn’t ride up off the back corners of the cushion. 

4. Gently ease the inner front corner of the seat cover over the front of the cushion 

and make sure it goes right down and the elasticized edge locates into the indent at the base 

of the cushion and again, ensure it doesn’t dislodge at the back. 

4. Then ease the outer front corner of the seat cover over the outer front corner of 

the cushion. This will be very tight and will likely require the seat cushion to be compressed 

a little to get past the ‘tight-spot’. Again, make sure the back corners have not dislodged, 

and ensure the elasticized edge is located into the indent at the base of the cushion. 

 

Please note that this seat cover is a very snug fit, but it has been designed that way, to 

prevent it from slipping around. It is imperative that the seat cover is fitted as described 

above. 

 

 

 
Photo shows back of seat cover correctly hooked over the back of the seat cushion – no 

cushion should be visible. 

 



 
Photo shows elasticized edge located correctly in the indent at the bottom of the seat 

cushion. 


